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Linguists are talking about computers. What's up with that?

What

How
and

role

are

do computers and computation play

we

in linguistics in

1999?

currently using computational tools in linguistic research

in the linguistic

curriculum?

What about

the job market for our

summary of a talk
Changing ConAdvanced Study) to take

students? I'd like to use this paper (a very faithful

given

at the

Symposium The

Linguistic Sciences in a

text at the University of Illinois's

Center for

a very brief glance at what's going on, computationally speaking, in
the linguistic world.

I'll

begin with some high-level thoughts about the

role of computation in linguistic research, past

and present, turn

to the

job market, and then discuss computation in the classroom, both for
general linguistics and for computational and corpus linguistics.

my experience
my own areas; the

use examples from

biased toward

own

experiences. This paper

is

at

I'll

Boulder, and so the topics will be

reader should of course

meant

fill

in their

to start a discussion, not to pro-

vide a solution.

1.

Computation

in linguistic research:

The computer has been most obvious
This

is

The computer

in linguistics in

its

as tool

role as a research tool.

especially true in phonetics. Instrumental phonetics and laboratory

pho-

nology rely heavily on the computer for easy access to waveforms, spectrograms,
spectra,

and pitch

ized equipment.

I

traces, things

The

which

until recently

availability of digitized

had

to

be done on special-

speech corpora has also played a role

in laboratory phonology, making it easier to develop and apply theories like
TOBI. Such signal analysis software packages are now widely used on PCs,
Macs, and UNIX platforms, although no one software tool runs on all three platforms. The computer has also played an obvious role in corpus linguistics. One
very successful example of this has been the CHILDES corpus established by
Brian MacWhinney (MacWhinney 1995), which has been an essential resource
for modern studies in language acquistion.

What

comwhat might be called

future areas of linguistics could be revolutionized by the use of

puter tools and corpora?

One

important role for corpora

is

in

interface studies; research on the interface between linguistic levels. If a corpus

is
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at multiple linguistic levels,

given structure

one

maps

it

is

easy to ask questions about

To

how

a

end a lot
of recent research in our lab at Boulder has relied on the annotated Switchboard
corpus of conversational English telephone conversations (Godfrey et al. 1992).
Switchboard is unique first in its breadth: 2400 conversations, 2.4 million words,
200 hours of speech, 500 different speakers. It is particularly interesting, however,
in the

depth of

at

its

level

to a structure at

another

level.

this

annotations; just over half the corpus (1200 conversations)

annotated by the Linguistic Data Consortium and others

was

«

for:

Sociolinguistic variables (age, sex, and dialect of each speaker)

Speech disfluencies and repairs (Coded by Meteer et al. 1995 using
the coding scheme of Shriberg 1994)
Part of speech tags (using the Penn Treebank tagset - LDC)
Dialog acts (using 60 categories such as Question, Statement, Acknowledgement, Backchannel, etc., by Jurafsky et al. 1997)
In addition, selected portions of the Switchboard corpus

were coded

for

more labor-intensive information:
were phonetically hand-transcribed by Steven Greenberg
team at ICSI/Berkeley (Greenberg et al. 1996).
400 conversations were parsed as part of the Penn Treebank project
(Marcus et al. 1993)
3.5 hours

and

The

his

has been a number of papers from our lab studying
example Gregory & Michaelis 1998 (following Birner &
Ward 1998) used the parsed portion of Switchboard to study pragmatic use constraints on syntactic constructions. Because the corpus is parsed, they could
result

of

this effort

interface effects. For

automatically select

all

the instances of topicalization or of left-dislocation to ex-

amine for relevant syntactic or pragmatic properties. Jurafsky et al. 1998 and Bell
et al. 1999 used the phonetically transcribed portion of Switchboard to study the
causes of reduction/lenition in English function words. The rich annotations in
the corpus enabled them to show that function words are longer and less reduced

when

they occur just before disfluencies,

dictable,

when

the speaker

or turn-finally. Jurafsky et

is

al.

when

they are less probabilistically pre-

female or elderly, or

when

they occur turn-initially

1998b used the dialog-act labels

to study the lexical

and syntactic properties that characterize specific dialog acts
grammar' of assessments and of reformulations).
2.

Computation

in linguistic research:

The computer

(e.g.,

the

'micro-

as metaphor.

Computation has also played a less-obvious role in linguistics: as a source of
metaphors for processing. Two very salient examples are unification and
optimality theory. Unification is the fundamental operation of many modern
linguistic theories of syntax and grew out of the convergent ideas of a number of
computer scientists and linguistics working in Palo Alto. Martin Kay was working

M
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at

Xerox

PARC

make them
of an

with

Ron

reversible for

in

Kaplan, looking for a

machine

ATN register could be

translation.

changed

way

to revise

The problem was

arbitrarily; these

but then

and a passive

move

it

participle.

ATN

grammars to

that the contents

changes made reversibility

impossible. For example, a parser might place a sentence-initial
register,
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NP

in the subject

encountering the verb 'be'
toward a view in which registers

to the object register after

Kay began

to

move

could not be overwritten, only extended. Essentially he was converging on the

> idea

it at the
time. Meanwhile,
SRI International were working on unification in the context of definite clause grammars, a field that arose in computer science out of logic programming. The result of these two computational efforts led
to an information-combination operation and to a new way of implementing linguistic knowledge as a set of constraints (Kay 1979, inter alia).

of logical variables, although without realizing

Fernando Pereira and colleagues

at

Optimality theory describes the fundamental operation of a recent view of
phonology and syntax, and arose from the collaboration of Paul Smolensky (at
that time a cognitive scientist/computer scientist) and Alan Prince. Smolensky had
been working in the connectionist paradigm, viewing connectionist networks as
ways to optimize well-formedness constraints expressed by the network weights.
He began looking for an area of cognition that relied on well-formedness; grammar was the obvious candidate. Smolensky and Geraldine Legendre first applied
this metaphor in examining how well a linguistic input fit the constraints imposed
by a grammar (Legendre, Miyata, Smolensky 1990). Meanwhile, in 1988, Smolensky and Prince appeared together on a panel on 'Connectionism and Psychological Explanation'. Their joint work combined harmony theory and phonology, and
was originally called Harmony-theoretic Phonology. At this stage the theory still
had numbers (weights) on the constraints. In April of 1991, they replaced the
numbers with a ranking scheme. Just as with unification, a new metaphor for the
representation of linguistic knowledge arose from the interaction of computation
and linguistics

What might

new computational metaphors in linguistics?
from computation is learning theory. An important focus of computational models of learning (machine learning) is how to combine bottom-up experiences in the world with top-down learning biases. A simple
instance of this process is the parameter setting model of learning used in some
theories of syntax. Here the learning bias is very strong, and the learner's experience in the world only contributes minimal new information. Outside of linguistics, by contrast, modern theories of learning are based on a weaker learning bias

A

the future hold for

natural candidate for borrowing

combined with distributional information from the world. Such distributional
models have become common in psycholinguistics and computational linguistics,
particularly in lexical segmentation from speech (Saffian 1996, Brent & Cartright 1996), grammar induction (Stolcke 1994, deMarcken 1997) lexical
semantic learning (Landauer & Dumais 1997, Lund & Burgess 1995), and
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phonological rule induction (Gildea & Jurafsky 1996). The learning biases in
such systems are varied and come from many sources. Many rely on Minimum
Description Length (Brent & Cartright 1996, deMarcken 1997, Stolcke 1994).

Woodward

& Markman

1991 propose specific word-learning biases. Gildea

&

Ju-

rafsky 1995, 1996 use phonological Faithfulness. Regier 1997 used non-linguistic
(visual) information to bootstrap the learning

meanings of

spatial prepositions.

Gildea and Jurafsky 1996, for example, studied the problem of phonological
rule induction

by training a standard automata-induction algorithm

English flapping

rule.

The algorithm was presented with

to

induce the

the surface form of

50,000 words containing a flap, together with the underlying form of each word.
They found that the standard algorithm was completely unable to induce the contexts for flapping. They then augmented the learner with a Faithfulness bias
that preferred underlying forms to be faithful to surface forms,

equal.

The addition of

this bias

English flapping rule.

The

Linguistic Job

Market

Computational

L

Non-Academic 1
61

Figure

\

1

all

things being

enabled the algorithm to successfully induce the

«
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Over a

A

a computational world

third of the jobs advertised to linguists required

computational

111

skills.

typical Microsoft ad looked for:
...a linguist

an

NL

who

can take

DRT

and semantic network outputs from

analysis system and provide the automatic inputs to a

lower-level text realization component...
Qualifications:

>

>

in

the analysis of spoken interaction

between linguistic and extralinguistic sources of information
knowledge bases such as WordNet

interface

large-scale

functional linguistics

computational linguistics/NLP

A

number of jobs looked

for computational

grammarians or dictionary-

developers for foreign languages for speech recognition or grammar-checking.
I looked at the job listings in the March 1999
coded only tenure-track faculty jobs in linguistics departments in
the United States; there were a total of 20 jobs. Again, Figure 2 shows the preva-

What

LSA

of the academic jobs?

Bulletin.

I

lence of computational jobs.
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Figure 3. Eric Keller's Signalyze program for the Macintosh, showing a waveform, spectrogram, and spectrum (in the first vowel) of the
author saying 'damp skunk' (the final 'unk' is cut off in this picture).

How should we
If there are

research,
tation

how

can be

be teaching computation?
computational jobs, and

are

we going

fruitfully

to

if computation is important in linguistic
add computation to our curriculum? First, compu-

used as a pedagogical tool

don't focus on computation. Second,

we need

in

to

many

linguistics courses that

add specifically computational

linguistics courses to our curriculum.

Let's begin with the

first

use of computation: as a pedagogical tool.

Many

have already been transformed through the use of corpora.
Many phonetics courses, for example, including our course at Boulder, use Peter
Ladefoged's online supplement to A Course in Phonetics, which includes Macinlinguistic courses

tosh hypercard stacks for that book as well as the Sounds of the World's Languages stacks. This gives students a chance to play sounds from the IPA chart to
help them learn them, to practice with performance exercises, and to hear rare
phones in their lexical environments. Many phonetics classes also use signal

*

V
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analysis software as a visualization aid in the acoustics component.

We

have

been using Eric Keller's Signalyze software for lab homework assignments in our
undergraduate phonetics class. Using ideas borrowed from John Ohala, we have

them record

their

vowels and plot

their

own vowel

chart,

and also have them

strip

the s off of skunk to hear (and see) the devoiced k, as Figure 3 shows:

Many
'

i|

£il»

£**

language acquisition

5d«w

Im*

q1c?1h| .yNftj

%>n*m

Ma*»

make use of CHILDES

classes, including ours,

homework assignments and

for student

projects, as Figure

4 shows.
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The

'

:..

7

CLAN

".

"

'

:

:

program

.

-r-

-.V-

CHILDES

for searching the

This search shows the percentage of repetitions

(self-

database.

and other-)

in

child and adult speech in a corpus.

methods classes regularly make use of software like SIL's Linhave recently been exploring ways to use web-based dialect vocabulary surveys in our intro sociolinguistics class, and ways to add homework
assignments based on parsed corpora to our syntax classes.
Field

guaLinks.

We

Adding computers
saving device, and
help

make

is

into the

linguistic

classroom

a difficult subject (like

beginning students get access

to

is

definitely not

a time-

when it can
phonetics) easier to visualize, when it can help
rich data from corpora, and when it can help

not appropriate for every class.

It is

important

them exchange data in collaborative classes like Field Methods and sociolinguistics. Another important reason is that the linguistics classroom is an important
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we have
The American Association of University Women Educational Foundation recently released a report on girls' education, 'Gender Gaps: Where Schools Still Fail Our Children'. They found that in
1996 girls made up only 17% of the high school students who took the Computer
Science AP exam, and concluded that:
place to help overcome the gender gap in computer education, since

such a good percentage of

'While there are more
entry, while

lead

them

boys are more

women

girls

students.

taking computer classes, they tend to be in data

likely to take

advanced computer applications

that

can

to careers in technology'

Adding useful and challenging computer homework assignments
is a way to begin to overcome this gap.

into the

general linguistics curriculum

This leads us to the second use of computers

in the linguistics curriculum: in

computational linguistics courses. Computational linguistics
completely clear what

that is not

ent things. Furthermore there

high hopes for

my

is

it

such a

is

new

field

constitutes; different departments teach differ-

not yet a standard textbook (although

have

I

about-to-appear textbook with James Martin (Speech

and

Language Processing: An Introduction to Natural Language Processing, Computational Linguistics, and Speech Recognition). Looking at the job market
gives us some hint about what's needed:
speech recognition: especially phonetics,

statistics,

automata theory,

programming
information retrieval

(Web

search engines) data-driven methods, pro-

gramming
spell-checking and grammar checking - grammar-writing

skills,

pro-

gramming
natural language and speech understanding - parsing, discourse

and

conversation, programming

machine-aided translation - syntax, semantics, use of on-line lexica

and thesauri

While most of

this is

20 linguistics departments

not covered in current courses, there
in the

putational linguistics course.

NRC

1995

Most of

report,

70%

is

hope: of the top

have some

sort of

com-

these cover parsing (top-down, bottom-up,

and semantic interpretation. The
have a Natural Language Processing course in the Computer Science
Department instead. At Boulder we have computational students take a course in
Natural Language Processing in the Computer Science Department (taught by

and

chart), unification, finite-state automata,

other

30%

James Martin), but

NLP

that course requires

programming

ability.

This

is

courses, but should be thought of as a feature, not a flaw.

should make
solution

is

it

clear that computational linguists

to use a

must be able

Computational Corpus Linguistics course

to

often true of

The

list

above

program. Our

as the linguistics

feeder course in which linguists learn to use corpora, and learn basic programming

*
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Perl. They are then able to take NLP courses and more advanced corpus, computational, and speech processing classes. This also has the
advantage that many students who don't choose computational linguistics as
their main area still learn basic programming.

techniques using

3.

Conclusion

Computation

new

will continue to play an important role in linguistics, as a source

innovations in research metaphors, as a source of

corpus tools open up

new

vistas

on

linguistic

new

data, as

phenomena, and

of

corpora and

as a source of

new

pedagogical tools. Furthermore, since human-computer interaction via language
the future of computers, our intersection of language

more and more

central role in our society.

some time now

in

deciding

how we'd

like

It is

and computation

is

will play a

important for linguistics to invest

our curriculum to reflect these changes.
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